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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic created a deluge of
questionable and contradictory scientific claims
about drug efficacy – an “infodemic” with last-
ing consequences for science and society. In
this work, we argue that NLP models can help
domain experts distill and understand the lit-
erature in this complex, high-stakes area. Our
task is to automatically identify contradictory
claims about COVID-19 drug efficacy. We
frame this as a natural language inference prob-
lem and offer a new NLI dataset created by
domain experts. The NLI framing allows us
to create curricula combining existing datasets
and our own. The resulting models are useful
investigative tools. We provide a case study of
how these models help a domain expert summa-
rize and assess evidence concerning remdisivir
and hydroxychloroquine.1

1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic caused by the novel
SARS-CoV-2 virus completely changed modern
life. According to the World Health Organization
Nov. 16, 2022, situation report, more than 6.5 mil-
lion people have died as a result of this disease
(World Health Organization, 2022). During times
of pandemic, treatment options are limited, and
developing new drug treatments is infeasible in the
short-term (Wouters et al., 2020).

However, if a novel disease shares biological un-
derpinnings with another disease for which a drug
treatment already exists, a doctor may be able to re-
purpose that drug as a treatment for the new disease
with positive therapeutic effect (Pushpakom et al.,
2019). This strategy has been successful in several
contexts (Corsello et al., 2017; Himmelstein et al.,

1Our COVID-19 NLI dataset and code are avail-
able at https://github.com/dnsosa/covid_lit_contra_
claims

2022; Al-Saleem et al., 2021) and may be the only
viable strategy during an emerging pandemic.

Decisions about repurposing drug treatments are
predicated on scientific knowledge. Making pre-
dictions about how to repurpose an existing drug
requires understanding the target disease’s mech-
anism. Because SARS-CoV-2 was a new virus,
our knowledge of COVID-19’s mechanism rapidly
evolved. The biomedical literature about the virus
and disease proliferated at an unprecedented rate
(Ioannidis et al., 2022a,b). The need for knowledge
about the virus and the bottleneck of limited peer
reviewers led to many cases of circumventing typ-
ical quality control mechanisms for research. To
inform their clinical practice, healthcare profession-
als relied on knowledge sources of lower scientific
quality including early clinical reports with small
sample sizes and non-peer reviewed manuscripts
posted on preprint servers (Nouri et al., 2021). This
deluge of rapidly changing information became an
“infodemic”, and it became infeasible for the aver-
age clinician to stay up-to-date with the growing
literature (The Lancet Infectious Diseases, 2020).

Automated methods have great potential to help
domain experts fight such an infodemic. We illus-
trate this potential with a case study focused on au-
tomatically detecting contradictory research claims
in the COVID-19 therapeutics literature. We frame
this as a natural language inference (NLI) prob-
lem: given pairs of research claims in biomedical
literature, we develop models that predict whether
they entail, contradict, or are neutral with respect to
each other. Our models are trained on a new dataset
of these claim pairs extracted from the CORD-19
dataset (Wang et al., 2020a) and annotated by do-
main experts. Our best models are trained on cur-
ricula (Bengio et al., 2009) of existing NLI datasets
and our domain-specific one. These models are
effective at the NLI task, but the ultimate test of
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their value is whether they can help domain experts.
We show how these models could help a domain
expert to see early on that hydroxychloroquine was
an ineffective COVID-19 treatment and how the
story of remdisivir was still emerging.

2 COVID-19 NLI Dataset

Our new COVID-19 NLI dataset consists of pairs
of research claims describing COVID-19 drug treat-
ment efficacy and safety. These claims came from
the subset of the June 17, 2020 (v33) CORD-
19 (Wang et al., 2020a) manuscripts containing
a COVID-19-related term (e.g., “SARS-CoV-2”,
“2019-nCov”). Claims were extracted from the
articles’ full text using the LSTM approach of
Achakulvisut et al. (2020). False positive research
claims were manually removed.

To begin the annotation process, we inspected
pairs of claims on common drugs and topics. This
led us to a set of five categories: Strict Entailment,
Entailment, Possible Entailment, Strict Contradic-
tion, Contradiction, and Neutral. Our annotation
guidelines were developed and refined by clini-
cally trained annotators (nurses and a biomedical
researcher) over two preliminary rounds of annota-
tion. In Round 1, four annotators labeled 64 claim
pairs (Fleiss’  = 0.83). The team discussed this
process and refined the guidelines. In Round 2,
three annotators (a subset of those from Round 1)
annotated 75 claim pairs (Fleiss’  = 0.84) using
the new guidelines, and then determined that they
were ready to scale (Appendix A.1).

For the dataset itself, 1000 pairs of claims
were sampled for annotation using three crite-
ria: (1) both claims mention at least one of 7
treatment candidates ({“hydroxychloroquine”,
“chloroquine”, “tocilizumab”, “remdesivir”,
“vitamin D”, “lopinavir”, “dexamethasone”}), (2)
high similarity between the claim’s embedding and
the embedding for a word in a predefined topic list
({“mortality”, ”effective treatment”, “toxicity”}),
using uSIF embeddings (Ethayarajh, 2018), and (3)
non-zero polarities of equal or opposite sign using
VADER (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014). Appendix A.3
provides further details.

Each annotation requires a large time investment
from the annotator and draws heavily on their do-
main expertise, so each example was annotated by
a single annotator, with the inter-annotator agree-
ment rounds and guidelines serving to ensure con-
sistency across the dataset.

Dataset # Entail # Neutral # Contra

Full 266 610 118

D-Train 129 265 40
D-Val 41 75 41
D-Test 66 100 21

Table 1: COVID-19 NLI distribution of annotated claim
pairs by class for the full dataset and the disjoint (D-*)
dataset splits.

Because some claims are present in multiple
claim pairs, we selected a subset of pairs such
that no claim is present in more than one train,
validation, or test split to prevent test-set leakage.
From the network of claim pairs (claims are nodes,
and co-occurrences in an annotated pair are edges),
we selected 3 disjoint subnetworks to comprise
the train, validation, and test splits. The result-
ing dataset contains 778 total claim pairs. Dataset
distributions are found in Table 1.

3 Model Development

Our goal is to develop a model to help domain
experts find and adjudicate contradictory claims in
the COVID-19 literature. We explored a wide range
of techniques for developing the best model given
our available data. The Appendices provide a full
overview of all these experiments and comparisons.
Here, we provide a high-level summary.

Pretrained Parameters All our models begin
with pretrained parameters created using the gen-
eral architecture of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).
Five pre-trained BERT models were evaluated
for further fine-tuning: PubMedBERT (Gu et al.,
2021), SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019), BioBERT
(Lee et al., 2020), BioClinBERT (Alsentzer et al.,
2019), and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). We found
that PubMedBERT was the best for our task across
all fine-tuning regimes (Appendix D).

Fine-tuning Curricula For fine-tuning these pa-
rameters, we use MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018),
MedNLI (Romanov and Shivade, 2018), ManCon-
Corpus (Alamri and Stevenson, 2016), and our new
COVID-19 NLI Dataset (with our six labels col-
lapsed to three as in the other datasets). We found
that the best models were achieved with a curricu-
lum that arranged these in the order we gave above.
This is intuitively an arrangement from most gen-
eral to most domain-specific, which aligns with
existing results and intuitions for curriculum learn-
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Contra.
Model Curriculum F1 Recall

PubMedBERT
Forward 0.690 0.571
Reverse 0.428 0.381
Shuffled 0.523 0.416

RoBERTa
Forward 0.544 0.429
Reverse 0.411 0.476
Shuffled 0.239 0.119

PubMedBERT Hyp. only Forward 0.485 0.190
RoBERTa Hyp. only Forward 0.433 0.095

Table 2: Core results. Figure 6 and Table 4 expand these
results to include a number of other baselines, most of
which perform near chance. Metrics for the shuffled
category are averages of the 4 shuffled curricula.

ing (Bengio et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2020; Nagatsuka
et al., 2021). For detailed descriptions of these
datasets, the range of curricula we explored, and
our procedures for hyperparameter tuning, we refer
to Appendices B, C, and E, respectively.

Results To contextualize our results on this hard,
novel task, we evaluated a number of baselines us-
ing sparse feature representations and simple simi-
larity calculations, as well as hypothesis-only vari-
ants of these models and our BERT models. These
baselines are described in Appendix F.

Table 2 summarizes our results. We report F1
scores as well as Contradictions Recall, an impor-
tant category for our case study. The best perfor-
mance is achieved by the PubMedBERT model
trained with the forward curriculum where fine-
tuning takes place from general domain to complex,
in-domain datasets. This setting outperforms base-
lines and alternative curricula by a large margin.

4 Case Study: Wading Through the Sea
of Drug Treatment Literature

The value of our model lies in its potential to help
domain experts tackle an infodemic. We used the
model to understand the state of knowledge about
the efficacy and mechanism of two controversial
treatments, hydroxychlorouqine and remdesivir,
from the perspective of June 2020.

We first extracted all claims identified from
COVID-19 manuscripts concerning a drug treat-
ment, using the same procedure as for our COVID
NLI dataset (Section 2), and we filtered that set
to pairs of claims that were (1) sufficiently simi-
lar (uSIF similarity > 0.5) and (2) both mentioned
remdesivir or hydroxychloroquine. We sampled

pairs from 50 papers yielding 5,336 total pairs. We
then used our best model to make predictions about
all these pairs resulting in 322 predicted contradic-
tions. We ranked these by the model’s predicted
probability of this class, and we inspected the high-
est probability predictions.

For remdesivir, one claim of limited efficacy
from an clinical trial of 233 participants yielded
several predicted contradictions:

(1) Remdesivir did not result in significant reduc-
tions in SARS-CoV-2 RNA loads or detectabil-
ity in upper respiratory tract or sputum speci-
mens in this study despite showing strong an-
tiviral effects in preclinical models of infection
with coronaviruses (Wang et al., 2020b).

Nineteen unique papers contained a claim that was
predicted to contradict this claim – already a strik-
ing pattern that might have taken a researcher days
to discover by hand by probing full-text articles.

The specific claims that contradict our core claim
are illuminating. One reads,

(2) The present study reveals that remdesivir has
the highest potential in binding and therefore
competitively inhibiting RDRP of SARS-CoV-
2, among all known RDRP inhibitors (Choud-
hury et al., 2021),

indicating strong chemical and pharmacodynamic
reasoning supporting a mechanism of action for
remdesivir. A second claim describes,

(3) Remdesivir treatment in rhesus macaques in-
fected with SARS-CoV-2 was highly effective
in reducing clinical disease and damage to the
lungs (Williamson et al., 2020),

surfacing particularly strong pre-clinical evidence.
From another ongoing clinical trial including 1,064
patients, authors note:

(4) Preliminary results of this trial suggest that a
10-day course of remdesivir was superior to
placebo in the treatment of hospitalized pa-
tients with COVID-19. (Beigel et al., 2020)

Overall, we are quickly able to glean how evidence
supporting the remdesivir hypothesis was strong
from a variety of pre-clinical studies in vastly dif-
ferent settings in 2020. Our original negative claim
(1) presents real evidence against the drug. Still,
though, the clinical picture was not yet clear, sug-
gesting the need for further clinical investigation or
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better striation of populations or therapeutic win-
dows for seeing efficacy.

For hydroxychloroquine, one of the earliest
drugs considered, a different picture emerges. We
focus in on a claim from a medRxiv preprint (5):

(5) In summary, this retrospective study demon-
strates that hydroxychloroquine application is
associated with a decreased risk of death in
critically ill COVID-19 patients without obvi-
ous toxicity and its mechanisms of action is
probably mediated through its inhibition of in-
flammatory cytokine storm on top of its ability
in inhibiting viral replication. (Yu et al., 2020)

From its predicted contradictions, we immedi-
ately identified two clinical studies:

(6) Overall, these data do not support the addi-
tion of hydroxychloroquine to the current stan-
dard of care in patients with persistent mild to
moderate COVID-19 for eliminating the virus.
(Tang et al., 2020)

(7) Although a marginal possible benefit from pro-
phylaxis in a more at-risk group cannot be
ruled out, the potential risks that are associ-
ated with hydroxychloroquine may also be in-
creased in more at-risk populations, and this
may essentially negate any benefits that were
not shown in this large trial involving younger,
healthier participants. (Boulware et al., 2020)

These claims reflect the challenging language
typical for the domain including hedging, multiple
clauses, important context qualifiers (subpopula-
tions and adverse events), and positive and negative
sentiments. From these surfaced contradictions, we
find evidence of the drug’s inefficacy in mild and
moderate cases and are led to discover the early ob-
servations of cardiac arrest being associated with
hydroxychloroquine treatment. Again, discovering
these claims de novo is difficult given the size of
the corpus of COVID-19 literature. Our NLI model
greatly speeds up the process and allows domain
experts to home in directly on relevant evidence.

5 Stakeholders

There are several biomedical stakeholders who
would benefit from models like ours.

Epidemiologists Epidemiologists survey public
health data to inform policy decisions in collabo-
ration with authoritative bodies like the NIH and

WHO. Their recommendations must be conserva-
tive, so surfacing results that dispute claims of drug
efficacy is critical. Their gold standard resource for
aggregating evidence is the meta-analysis, but in
the early stages of the pandemic, large randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) had not completed, and
review articles quickly became outdated.

FDA Regulators Regulators too need to make
conservative recommendations, as FDA approval
signals to clinicians that a treatment is standard-of-
care. Surfacing contradictory claims of drug effi-
cacy and safety is essential (Cassidy et al., 2020).

Researchers By identifying areas of scientific
uncertainty via contradictory evidence at all stages
of the pipeline (in silico, in vitro, in vivo, clini-
cal), researchers could have more quickly identified
fruitful areas of investigation (Sosa et al., 2021).

Drug Manufacturers Manufacturers of repur-
posing candidates were incentivized to understand
in what settings their drug seemed to be effective
and by what mechanism. For claims of inefficacy,
they were interested in surfacing any mitigating fac-
tors qualifying these claims or motivating follow-
up analyses.

We note that these models are not intended as the
sole source of decision making in clinical or epi-
demiological settings. To be clinically translatable,
further work would need to be conducted on as-
sessing the quality of research claims by relying on
contextual information including research setting,
demographics, size, and level of evidence. Rather,
this work is intended to augment a manual curator’s
capacity to distill and synthesize a large corpus of
literature. This allows trained researchers to use
their judgment and conduct last-mile diligence of
surfaced research contradictions or corroborations,
which will be beneficial to these stakeholders down-
stream.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In settings where the scale of literature is insur-
mountable for human readers, as is the case during
a pandemic, automated curatorial assistants can
be transformative (Lever and Altman, 2021). Dur-
ing COVID-19, meta-analyses and review articles,
which are written to synthesize a large body of
literature, could not be comprehensive or quickly
became outdated. In some cases, it was necessary
to create meta-meta-analyses involving hundreds
of papers (Chivese et al., 2021).

Our work shows the value of integrating NLP
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into the domain of meta-science, embracing all
the complexities of biomedical research as it nat-
urally exists in literature. We presented an NLI
framing for identifying contradictory or corrobo-
rating research claims in the challenging domain
of COVID-19 drug efficacy. We created a new
dataset and designed curricula for optimizing lan-
guage model fine-tuning for the task. To illustrate
the potential of our model, we showed that we
were quickly able to distill the state of knowledge
about hydroxychlorouqine and remdesivir efficacy
as of June 2020, arriving at conclusions that are
extremely well-supported in 2022.

Identifying where science is inconsistent is nec-
essary for understanding the current state of hu-
man knowledge and reveals frontiers for further
research. Significant contradictions can often be
found buried in biomedical articles; surfacing these
instances nearly as quickly as research is publicly
disseminated can generate leads that researchers
and curators should pursue. Beyond facilitating
search and discovery, our method can help esti-
mate confidence in the consensus of facts in sci-
ence when creating general knowledge represen-
tations (Sosa and Altman, 2022) for downstream
applications like predicting novel drug repurposing
opportunities in silico (Sosa et al., 2020).

Limitations

We identify three limitations to our approach. First,
parsing research claims and automatically classify-
ing a sentence’s purpose (its meta-discourse) are
not solved problems. It is more prudent to sur-
face novel claims supported by original research
than an author’s allusion to other research as back-
ground context. Second, the domain of biomedical
scientific text is complicated by wordy prose, hedg-
ing, and long-distance anaphora. These aspects
make natural language understanding challenging
and present implementational challenges for tok-
enization, including truncating long sentences and
extracting meaning from out-of-vocabulary tokens.
Third, commonsense reasoning for detecting con-
tradictions in biomedical text requires expert back-
ground knowledge and a working definition of
when contexts are sufficiently aligned such that
two claims are called contradictory, which may
differ depending on the use case. We believe that
context sensitivity and interpretability analysis of
LLMs for NLI in challenging domains like this us-
ing attention mechanisms or frameworks such as

maieutic prompting (Jung et al., 2022) are particu-
larly fruitful research directions.

Ethics Statement

COVID research has been misinterpreted or se-
lectively promoted leading to disinformation mud-
dling public understanding of COVID-19 science.
Any research in this space is at risk of being mis-
applied, and models like ours in principle could be
used to distort rather than clarify the current state
of research, especially by cherry picking results
that fit a particular world view.

Creating a method for surfacing contradictory
claims in science may also create unwanted incen-
tives for researchers. For instance, if writing sim-
pler and more polar claims causes our NLI model
to include these claims in contradictory pairs, re-
searchers may choose to write in such a way as to
make their results more sensational, discoverable,
and desirable for publishing (Ioannidis and Trikali-
nos, 2005). Unwanted bias may be incurred from
cultural norms around how much to hedge research
claims. A second important caveat is that claims
surfaced with this model should be given proper
due diligence. This model makes no assumptions
about the quality of the underlying research and
may give visibility to low-quality manuscripts. Dili-
gence should always be maintained concerning the
context, scope, relevancy, and timeliness of the re-
search being surfaced, and our model should only
serve as an initial exploratory aid.
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Supplementary Materials

A Further Details about the COVID-19 NLI Dataset

In this appendix we provide additional details about the creation of the COVID-19 NLI dataset. Our
annotators are experts in the domain having trained as healthcare providers (nursing) and annotation.
The research annotator is a specialist in the biomedical domain with background in molecular biology
and computer science. Annotators have also provided span annotations in several cases of drug mention,
polarity, context, and expressions of uncertainty to aid in the annotation task. We plan to release the
dataset under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.2

A.1 Inter-Annotator Analysis

Two rounds of inter-annotator analysis were conducted to converge on a set of annotation guidelines
for scaling and to measure consistency between multiple annotators. In the first round four annotators
(three clinical annotators, one researcher) were presented with 64 pairs of extracted research claims and
an initial set of annotation guidelines. Classification was conducted across five classes including a Strict
Entailment and Strict Contradiction class indicating two claims were entailing or contradicting in a strict
logical sense as opposed to a common-reasoning sense. Global Fleiss’  for this round was 0.83. For the
second round, three annotators (two clinical annotators, one researcher) annotated 75 claim pairs with
updated guidelines and achieved similar consistency at  = 0.84. Further minor modifications were made
to the annotation guidelines resulting in the final guidelines used for the scaling round (Table 3).

Criteria Annotation

All drugs, context, and sentiment match STRICT ENTAILMENT
At least one drug matches, the senti-
ment is the same but the context is at
least similar

ENTAILMENT

All drugs and context match but the sen-
timent is opposing

STRICT CONTRADICTION

At least one drug matches, the senti-
ment is opposing but the context is at
least similar

CONTRADICTION

The context or sentiment statement can-
not be compared

NEUTRAL

There is no mention of a drug OR none
of the drugs match

NEUTRAL

One claim contains both a POSITIVE
and a NEGATIVE statement and the
other claim contains a POSITIVE or
NEGATIVE statement

CONTRADICTION

One claim is POSITIVE or NEGATIVE
statement and the other is EXPRES-
SION_OF_UNCERTAINTY

NEUTRAL

Both claims are EXPRES-
SION_OF_UNCERTAINTY

ENTAILMENT

Table 3: Annotation guidelines for the COVID-19 NLI dataset.

2https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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A.2 Qualitative Error Analysis

Two challenges facing annotators during inter-annotator analysis rounds were making judgments about
uncertainty and context. Research claims may have important meta-discourse cues describing speculation,
hedging, or prior knowledge. For example, the statement:

(8) Randomized controlled trials are currently underway and will be critical in resolving this uncertainty
as to whether [hydroxychloroquine] and [azithromycin] are effective as a treatment for COVID-19
(Hulme et al., 2021),

created discrepancy among annotators where one annotator indicated that “uncertainty as to whether
[hydroxychloroquine] and [azithromycin] are effective as a treatment” is a negative statement and another
indicated that “are effective as a treatment for COVID-19” was a positive statement. This led to different
conclusions about efficacy of hydroxychloroquine, as the authors are describing the uncertainty in the
field as background knowledge without staking a claim themselves. This motivated the creation of a span
annotation, EXPRESSION_OF_UNCERTAINTY, and the criterion that when one of the claims contains
this type of span, the pair is called Neutral.

For two claims to be considered comparable, they need to have sufficient contextual overlap. As an
example, in the pair

(9) Remdesivir, lopinavir, emetine, and homoharringtonine inhibit SARS-CoV-2 replication in vitro
(Choy et al., 2020)

and

(10) Overall our results emphasize that the PK/PD properties of lopinavir/ritonavir, IFN-�-1a and hydrox-
ychloroquine make them unlikely to have a dramatic impact on viral load kinetics in the nasopharynx
if they are administered after symptom onset (Antonio Gonçalves et al., 2020),

the key contexts are “in vitro”and “viral load kinetics in the nasopharynx”. The first indicates experimental
results in a controlled lab setting whereas the second indicates data collected from the noses of live patients.
The decision about whether or not these contexts are sufficiently similar to decide that these claims can be
compared requires the judgment of annotators, paralleling how research builds from different levels of
evidence to create a grander picture about drug mechanism and efficacy. Because science is not predicated
on hard and fast rules as such, annotator judgment was not always consistent.

A.3 Preparing Claims for Annotation

For this work, resources were available for our team of highly skilled annotators to label 1000 pairs of
claims. Sampling pairs of research claims at random from all extracted claims would yield pairs that
are predominantly Neutral to one another. Thus, we biased the sampling procedure using heuristics for
improving the balance of pairs across the three classes for annotators. The intuition behind the heuristic
procedure is that two claims describing at least one drug in common and concerning a common topic may
be an entailing pair if they have the same overall polarity or a contradictory pair if they have opposing
polarity. Many annotated pairs were still expected to be neutral despite the biasing procedure. This was
borne out by the annotated data distribution.

We considered three topics, t 2 T = { “mortality”, “effective treatment”, “toxicity”} and seven drugs,
d 2 D = {“hydroxychloroquine”, “chloroquine”, “tocilizumab”, “remdesivir”, “vitamin D”, “lopinavir”,
“dexamethasone”}. For each pair, (t, d), the following procedure (Algorithm 1) was used to generate
candidate claim pairs from the set of true research claims, C. Additionally given pol(.), a function for
calculating the polarity of a claim; k, the number of claims to sample that are relevant to a drug and topic
and have a given polarity (positive or negative); and N , the total number of pairs to subsample, we define
our heuristic algorithm for generating candidate non-trivial pairs in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Heuristic sampler for generating candidate non-trivial pairs

Input: Topic set T , drug set D, claim set C, polarity function pol(.) : c ! [�1, 1], drug topic claim
sample size k, total subsample size N

Output: Set of N claim pairs PN concerning a common drug and topic and non-neutral predicted polarity
1: P  ;
2: for (d, t) 2 D ⇥ T do
3: Retrieve claims Cd := {c 2 C : d is a substring of c}
4: Define Cd,t,k,pos := top k claims c relevant to t from Cd s.t. pol(c) > 0
5: Define Cd,t,k,neg := top k claims c relevant to t from Cd s.t. pol(c) < 0
6: Enumerate all combinations of claim pairs, Pd,t,2k, from claims in set Cd,t,k,pos [ Cd,t,k,neg
7: Remove copy claim pairs, Pd,t,2k  Pd,t,2k \ {(c1, c2) 2 Pd,t,2k : c1 = c2}
8: P  P [ Pd,t,2k

9: end for
10: Sample N pairs uniformly from P , PN

We set k = 7 and N = 1000. To evaluate claim relevancy (lines 4 and 5), we calculate the cosine
similarity between an embedding of the topic and sentence embeddings of claims using uSIF (Ethayarajh,
2018). Polarity, pol(.), is calculated using Vader scores (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014).

B Curriculum Datasets

We included four datasets for fine-tuning our language models, which comprise general language and
multiple biomedically-focused domains. All our datasets use the labels Entailment, Contradiction, and
Neural. For our COVID-19 NLI dataset, we collapse Strict Entailment with Entailment and Strict
Contradiction with Contradiction.

B.1 MultiNLI

MultiNLI is an NLI dataset consisting of 433k premise-hypothesis pairs taken from 5 general domains
(Williams et al., 2018). To create the dataset, annotators were shown a premise and were asked to provide
hypothesis statements that were entailed by, contradicted by, or were neutral to the prompt premise. In this
work, we used the matched validation set for evaluation, which we split into two equal sized validation and
test sets. The licensing situation for MultiNLI is somewhat complex (see Williams et al. 2018, section 2.2),
but the dataset is widely used in the research community.

B.2 MedNLI

MedNLI is an NLI dataset consisting of 14k premise-hypothesis pairs where premises are extracted from
doctor’s notes in electronic medical records (Romanov and Shivade, 2018). The annotation task for
generating premise-hypothesis pairs was analogous to that for MultiNLI. As far as we know, MedNLI
does not have an associated license, but it is widely used in the research community.3

B.3 ManConCorpus

ManConCorpus is a dataset of research claims taken from biomedical systematic reviews (Alamri and
Stevenson, 2016). These reviews compile together studies that investigate a common research questions
and consider their findings in aggregate. The research question, which conforms to the standardized PICO
criteria (Schardt et al., 2007), yields a binary answer, so findings from the associated review will take
explicit “yes” or “no” stances. One such PICO question is “In elderly populations, does omega 3 acid
from fatty fish intake, compared with no consumption, reduce the risk of developing heart failure?” (Li
et al., 2013).

Pairs of claims manually annotated from these works can be paired together for NLI classification
by matching claims that take the same stance on a common question as entailing pairs, those that take

3https://archive.physionet.org/physiotools/mimic-code/mednli/
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opposite stances on a common question as contradicting pairs, and those taken from two different reviews
about different questions as neutral pairs. The dataset’s 16 PICO questions are split into 12, 4, and 4
questions for the train, validation, and test splits, respectively, and the neutral class is downsampled to be
the same size as the next largest class in all splits. The resulting dataset has 2.8k claim pairs in total. The
ManConCorpus is covered under a CC-BY-NC-SA license.4

C Curriculum Design

To create an effective curriculum for the ultimate task of detecting contradictions in the COVID-19
treatment domain, we conducted a set of experiments analyzing the effect of multiple design decisions for
incorporating domain-adjacent corpora in training.

C.1 Experiments

C.1.1 Shuffled and Combined Curricula
To understand the importance of sequencing the curriculum, we evaluated BERT models trained using
various sequences of domain-adjacent corpora in equal proportion. We consider three types of curricula:
forward, reverse, and shuffled. The forward curriculum proceeds with fine-tuning a pre-trained BERT
model in sequence from the most general domain (MultiNLI) to MedNLI to ManConCorpus to the most
relevant domain (COVID-19 NLI). The reverse curriculum begins with the most relevant domain and
proceeds in the opposite direction. The shuffled curricula were sampled from the 22 possible random
orderings of the four domains excluding the forward and reverse sequences. We sampled three shuffled
domains to assess the background from non-intentional curriculum design. Finally, we considered
a “combined” curriculum where data from the four corpora are concatenated together and shuffled,
thus ablating the notion of intentional sequencing in the curriculum. To ensure no dataset dominated
training, each dataset, Dtrain, is subsampled such that NDtrain = min (d, |Dtrain|) samples are present in
the curriculum.

C.1.2 Ordered Curriculum Subsequence Fine-Tuning
To assess the contribution to performance from specific domains during sequencing as well as the effect
of curriculum size, we evaluated forward curriculum subsequences. Ten subsequences were evaluated:
the full forward curriculum, two three-dataset subsequences, three two-dataset subsequences, and the four
single corpora. As in C.1.1, NDtrain samples are present in the curriculum from dataset Dtrain.

C.1.3 Perturbing Dataset Proportion in Sequential Curricula
To assess whether changing the ratio of training data used from the various corpora yielded better
performance or to dilutive biases from larger corpora, we modulated the data ratio parameter. We define
data ratio, r, as the multiplicative factor larger a dataset is from the next dataset in the curriculum sequence.
Specifically, given r, we calculate the sample size of the dataset, Dtrain, to be used in the ith step (1-index)
of a size-k fine-tuning curriculum as NDtrain = min (rk�id, |Dtrain|). We considered three curricula: the
full forward curriculum and the two sequential three-dataset curricula.

C.2 Evaluation

C.2.1 Setup
We evaluated multiple BERT models pre-trained using general and biomedical corpora for curriculum-
based fine-tuning (Devlin et al., 2019). Each fine-tuning step involves training for 4 epochs with learning
rate l = 10�5 and batch size b = 8. For all experiments, d = 500, and for data ratio experiments,
r 2 {1, 2}. Pre-trained models were loaded from the Hugging Face Transformers library (Wolf et al.,
2020). All fine-tuning was conducted on 2 Tesla-V100-SXM2 and 2 Tesla-A100-PCIe GPUs. Experiments
in curriculum design were evaluated with the pre-trained PubMedBERT model (Gu et al., 2021). Other
pre-trained BERT models were evaluated on forward curriculum subsequences (Appendix D).

4http://staffwww.dcs.shef.ac.uk/people/M.Stevenson/resources/bio_contradictions/
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Figure 1: Macro F1 evaluation on the COVID-19 NLI validation set for different orderings of the fine-tuning
curriculum and the combined curriculum (brown). Pie point position indicate F1 value, colors indicate which
corpora have been already introduced to the model at a given fine-tuning step, and arrows indicate curriculum
sequences. Pie size is proportional to amount of training data seen by the model.

C.2.2 Evaluation Metrics

The primary NLI evaluation metric for fine-tuned BERT models was macro F1 on the COVID-19 NLI
validation set. We also investigated recall of the contradictions class as an important metric in evaluating
the ability to detect contradictory research claims.

C.2.3 Shuffled and Collapsed Curricula

Of the six tested four-dataset curricula, the forward curriculum performed highest with an F1 of 0.503.
The reverse curriculum, starting with the most relevant and challenging curriculum first, achieved an F1 of
0.474. The shuffled curricula yielded F1 scores of 0.380, 0.432, and 0.478. The collapsed curriculum, in
which the four corpora are concatenated and shuffled, achieved competitive performance as well, yielding
an F1 score of 0.475 (Figure 1).

C.2.4 Ordered Subsequences

From the 10 curriculum subsequences, the model trained with the full forward curriculum yielded highest
performance with an F1 of 0.503. Among the two three-domain sequences, the one including the in-domain
COVID-19 NLI dataset achieved greater performance than that without, yielding F1 scores of 0.440 and
0.296 respectively. Similarly, with the two-domain subsequences, the sequence with ManConCorpus and
COVID-19 performed best with F1 of 0.434, and the subsequence containing MedNLI and ManConCorpus
performed worst with F1 of 0.275. Among the single domain curricula, the in-domain training on our
dataset was best with F1 of 0.311 (Figure 2).

C.2.5 Variable Dataset Proportions

In all three curricula, the condition with data ratio r = 2 outperformed the r = 1 equal data proportion
condition. The highest performing curriculum was the r = 2 forward curriculum achieving an F1 of
0.638. In the in-domain three-dataset sequence, F1 increased from 0.416 with r = 1 to 0.461 with r = 2.
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Figure 2: Macro F1 evaluation for various subsequences of the forward curriculum.

The out-of-domain three-sequence saw a similar increase in performance favoring r = 2 over r = 1
(Figure 3).

D BERT Pretraining

Five pre-trained BERT models were evaluated for further fine-tuning: PubMedBERT (Gu et al., 2021),
SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019), BioBERT (Lee et al., 2020), BioClinBERT (Alsentzer et al., 2019), and
RoBERTA (Liu et al., 2019). We conducted fine-tuning experiments under the same 10 subsequences and
parameter settings as in Section C.1.2 and evaluated performance on the validation split of the COVID-19
NLI dataset. For PubMedBERT, SciBERT, and RoBERTa, the full forward curriculum yielded the greatest
macro F1 scores at 0.503, 0.448, and 0.590, respectively. The greatest performance was achieved by
the MedNLI-ManCon-COVID-19 NLI subsequence for BioBERT and BioClinBERT models yielding
F1 scores of 0.433 and 0.354 (Figure 4). The models were used according to the licensing information
provided at the Hugging Face pages for the models.5

E BERT Hyperparameter Tuning

We evaluated macro F1 and contradictions recall on the COVID-19 NLI validation set over a parameter
sweep of learning rates, lr 2 {5e�6, 1e�5, 3e�5, 5e�5, 1e�4, 3e�4} and batch sizes, b 2 {4, 8, 16, 32}
for PubMedBERT and RoBERTa models. For both models the highest macro F1 setting was lr = 3e�5
and b = 4 yielding F1 = 0.61 and F1 = 0.64 for PubMedBERT and RoBERTa, respectively. These
settings yielded the greatest contradictions recall of 0.51 for PubMedBERT, and settings of lr = 5e�6, b =
4 yielded the highest contradictions recall value of 0.39 for RoBERTa (Figure 5).

F Test Set Evaluation and Baselines

We evaluated test set statistics for the COVID-19 NLI using PubMedBERT and RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) models fine-tuned with the forward curriculum of MultiNLI!MedNLI!ManCon! COVID-19

5https://huggingface.co/models
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Figure 3: Evaluation of three subsequences of the forward curriculum with two different data ratio proportions,
r 2 {1, 2}.

Figure 4: Macro F1 (A) and contradictions recall (B) for five pre-trained BERT models: PubMedBERT, SciBERT,
BioBERT, BioClinBERT, and RoBERTA fine-tuned with subsequences of the forward curriculum.
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Figure 5: Batch size and learning rate hyperparameter optimization evaluated with the COVID-19 NLI validation
metrics for PubMedBERT (A, B) and RoBERTa (C, D) models.
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NLI. We set data ratio as being equal between the four corpora (r = 1) (see Appendix C.1.3), and after
hyperparameter tuning of learning rate and batch size (Appendix E) set parameters lHP = 3 ⇤ 10�5 and
bHP = 4.

We compared performance of our trained BERT models to several NLI baselines.

• Hypothesis-Only Unigrams Softmax classification using unigram counts in the hypothesis (single
claim).

• Word Overlap Softmax classification over counts of overlapping unigrams from the two claims.

• Word Cross-Product Softmax classification over counts of pairs of words in the cross-product
between the two claims.

• Similarity + Polarity Softmax classification using similarity of the two claims as calculated using
uSIF sentence embeddings (Ethayarajh, 2018; Borchers, 2019) and polarity of each claim using
Vader polarity scores (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014).

• Hypothesis-Only BERT BERT classification where one of the two claims has been ablated.

Figure 6 offers a comparison of these baselines with our proposed models, focusing on the forward
curriculum condition. We also evaluated the optimized PubMedBERT and RoBERTa models with the
reverse curriculum and four shuffled curricula 4. We note the consistent result that the forward curriculum
performs best overall.

Figure 6: Macro F1 and contradictions recall for PubMedBERT and RoBERTa models fine-tuned with the forward
curriculum compared to NLI benchmarks. ‘HP Tune’ indicates hyperparameter tuning (Appendix E).
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Contra.
Model Curriculum F1 Recall

PubMedBERT

Multi!Med!ManCon! Covid 0.690 0.571
Covid!ManCon!Med!Multi 0.428 0.381
Covid!Multi!ManCon!Med 0.486 0.381
Covid!ManCon!Multi!Med 0.581 0.571
Med!ManCon! Covid!Multi 0.446 0.381
ManCon!Multi! Covid!Med 0.579 0.333

RoBERTa

Multi!Med!ManCon! Covid 0.544 0.429
Covid!ManCon!Med!Multi 0.411 0.476
Covid!Multi!ManCon!Med 0.319 0.476
Covid!ManCon!Multi!Med 0.232 0
Med!ManCon! Covid!Multi 0.174 0
ManCon!Multi! Covid!Med 0.232 0

Table 4: Test set performance on optimized PubMedBERT and RoBERTa models trained with various fine-tuning
curricula.
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�3 C2. Did you discuss the experimental setup, including hyperparameter search and best-found
hyperparameter values?
Section 3, Appendix C-F

�3 C3. Did you report descriptive statistics about your results (e.g., error bars around results, summary
statistics from sets of experiments), and is it transparent whether you are reporting the max, mean,
etc. or just a single run?
Section 3, Appendix C-F

�3 C4. If you used existing packages (e.g., for preprocessing, for normalization, or for evaluation), did
you report the implementation, model, and parameter settings used (e.g., NLTK, Spacy, ROUGE,
etc.)?
Section 2, Appendix A

D �3 Did you use human annotators (e.g., crowdworkers) or research with human participants?
Section 2, Appendix A

�3 D1. Did you report the full text of instructions given to participants, including e.g., screenshots,
disclaimers of any risks to participants or annotators, etc.?
Section 2, Appendix A

� D2. Did you report information about how you recruited (e.g., crowdsourcing platform, students)
and paid participants, and discuss if such payment is adequate given the participants’ demographic
(e.g., country of residence)?
Not applicable. Annotators are professional clinical annotators.

� D3. Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re
using/curating? For example, if you collected data via crowdsourcing, did your instructions to
crowdworkers explain how the data would be used?
Not applicable. All the data are sampled from publicly available research papers.

� D4. Was the data collection protocol approved (or determined exempt) by an ethics review board?
Not applicable. Our research does not classify as human subjects research.

� D5. Did you report the basic demographic and geographic characteristics of the annotator population
that is the source of the data?
Not applicable. The group of professional annotators is too small for such reporting and would
violate privacy.
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